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Abstract. The design of a large number of cryptographic primitives is based on the
intractability of the traditional discrete logarithm problem (tDLP). However, the
well known quantum algorithm of P. Shor [4] solves the tDLP in linear time, thus
rendering all cryptographic schemes based on tDLP ineffective, should quantum
computers become a practical reality. In [2] M. Sramka et al. generalize the DLP
to arbitrary finite groups. The DLP for a non-abelian group is based on a particular
representation of a chosen family of groups, and a choice of a class of generators
for these groups. The paper that will appear in the ASI volume goes into the gener-
alized discrete problem for the family of groups PSL(2, p), p a large prime with
particular emphasis on weak generating pairs, and strategies for cryptanalysing few
of the remaining cases. However, in this talk the emphasis will be on summariz-
ing our successful attack of the SL(2, 2n)-based Tillich Zémor cryptographic hash
function [5]. The talk is founded on [1] which in turn is based on a very interesting
result of Mesirov and Sweet [3] for finding maximal length chains in the Euclidean
algorithm in F2[x], starting with any irreducible polynomial. We will show how
experimentation led us to conjecture and then construct short collisions between
palindromic strings of length 2n + 2, and how these relate to maximal Euclidean
algorithm chains.
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